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Abstract. In this paper, we study Baskakov type positive operators in polynomial weighted
spaces of functions of two variables. We obtain some well known operators by using our op-
erators which are special cases of them. We give theorems on approximation, on the degrees of
approximations of functions and the Vornovskaya type theorem for these operators. Finally, we
present an open problem concerning the q analogue of these operators.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let p 2N0:We define !p.u/D .1Cup/ 1; u 2 R0D Œ0;1/ and for fixed p;q 2
N0; we define the weighted function
!p;q.x;y/D !p.x/!q.y/; .x;y/ 2 R20 D Œ0;1/ Œ0;1/ :
We denote by the weighted space C!p;q the space of all real-valued functions f




kf k!p;q D sup
.x;y/2R20
!p;q.x;y/ jf .x;y/j :
The modulus of continuity of f 2 C!p;q defined by




h;ıf !p;q ; t; s  0;
where h;ıf .x;y/ D f .xC h;yC ı/  f .x;y/: Also we denote by Cm!p;q is the
set of all functions f 2 C!p;q with the partial derivatives f .k/xj ;yk j , k D 1;2; :::;m;
belonging to C!p;q :
Let f'ng .nD 1;2; :::/ is a sequence of functions 'n W C! C satisfying the fol-
lowing properties:
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.i/ 'n .nD 1;2; :::/ is analytic on a domain D containing the disk
B D f´ 2 C W j´ bj  bg D;
.i i/ 'n.0/D 1 .nD 1;2; :::/;
.i i i/ for any x  0; 'n.x/ > 0 and '.k/n .0/ 0 for any nD 1;2; ::: and kD 1;2; :::.










 D 0;1;2;3;4 (1.1)
where an D bn
n
! 0 and bn!1 as n!1:
For a real valued function f defined on the interval Œ0;1/ ; generalized Balazs
type operator defined by (see [8])














k .nD 1;2; :::/ : (1.2)
In (1.2), choosing an D 1 we obtain following operators














which are known as the Baskakov type operator. It can be easily verified that in case
'n.x/D .1Cx/n, the operators Ln .f Ix/ reduce to the well known Bernstein type
rational function introduced by K. Balazs[3] as















In the present work, inspired by operator (1.2), for f 2 C!p;q and p;q 2 N0 we
introduce the following operators































.x;y/ 2 R20; n;m 2N
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where .an/ ; .bn/ ; .cm/ ; .dm/ are given increasing and unbounded sequences of





















From (1.3) and (1.4) we decide that Ln;m .f / are well-defined in every space
f 2 C!p;q and p;q 2N0. Moreover, for .x;y/ 2 R20; n;m 2N; we have
Ln;m .1Ian;bn; cm;dmIx;y/D 1: (1.5)
If f 2 C!p;q and f .x;y/D f1 .x/f2 .y/ I for all .x;y/ 2 R20 and n;m 2N then
Ln;m .f Ian;bn; cm;dmIx;y/D Ln .f1Ian;bnIx/Lm .f2Icm;dmIy/ : (1.6)
This paper is devoted to a study aimed at obtaining approximation results by us-
ing the modulus of continuity and obtaining a Voronovskaya type theorem for the
Baskakov type operators defined by (1.3) in polynomial weighted spaces. Approx-
imation results for some different operators in the weighted spaces have been invest-
igated in some papers (e.g. [2],[6], [5], [7],[4], [8], [9],[10], [12], [11]).
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS
In this section, we give some lemmas, which are essential to prove our main the-
orems.
Lemma 1. Let Ln .f Ix/ be defined by (1.2). For x 2 R0 and n 2N; we have































where an D bn
n











































where M1;M2 are positive constants.








0; if k D 1










x; if k D 3
3x2; if k D 4 :




kLn;m .f /kC!p;q M4 kf kC!p;q (2.7)
where M4 is a positive constant.
Lemma 5. Let f 2 C!p;q and p;q 2N0:For all m;n 2N, we get Ln;mf 0xC!p;q M5 kf kC!p;q an; (2.8) Ln;mf 0yC!p;q M5 kf kC!p;q cm (2.9)
where M5 is a positive constant.
3. MAIN RESULTS
Now, we give firstly following two theorems on the degree of approximation of
functions by Ln;m defined by (1.3).
Theorem 1. Let f 2C 1!p;q and fixed p;q 2N0. For all .x;y/ 2R20 andm;n 2N;
we have
!p;q .x;y/ jLn;m .f Ix;y/ f .x;y/j M6






where M6 is a positive constant.








f 0v .x;v/dv .t;´/ 2 R20:
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Thus, by (1.5), we obtain































 f 0xp;q 1!p;q .t;´/C 1!p;q .x;´/

jt  xj ;





























CLn .jt  xj Ix/

:
Applying the Ho¨lder inequality and (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), we get the inequalities

















































for a sufficiently large n; we have

















































f 0yp;qr ydm :
Finally, the last two inequalities, for all m;n 2N; we derive from (3),
!p;q .x;y/ jLn;m .f Ix;y/ f .x;y/j M6





Thus the proof of the theorem is completed. 
Theorem 2. Let f 2 C!p;q and p;q 2N0. For all .x;y/ 2 R20 and m;n 2N, we
have












where M13 is a positive constant and ˝ is the modulus of continuity of f .








f .xCu;yCv/dv; .x;y/ 2 R20; h;ı > 0: (3.4)
From (3.4), we can write
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˝ .f Ih;ı/ ;
and from (3.5) and (3.6), we get fh;ı0xC!p;q  2h˝ .f Ih;ı/ ; (3.8) fh;ı0yC!p;q  2ı˝ .f Ih;ı/ : (3.9)
Now, for Ln;m defined by (1.3), we can write





f .t;´/ fh;ı .t;´/ Ix;y
ˇˇ
C ˇˇLn;m  fh;ı .t;´/ Ix;y fh;ı .x;y/ˇˇC ˇˇfh;ı .x;y/ f .x;y/ˇˇ
D 1C2C3:




f .t;´/ fh;ı .t;´/ Ix;y
ˇˇ






M4˝ .f Ih;ı/ ;
and for 3, we get




 fh;ı  f C!p;q
˝ .f Ih;ı/ :
Finally, for 2; Applying Theorem 1 and (3.8) and (3.9), we obtain

















































Consequently, for .x;y/ 2 R20; m;n 2N and h;ı > 0, there exists M13 we get























in (3.10), we obtain desired
result. 
From Theorem 2, we obtain following approximation theorem for Ln;m operators
defined by (1.3):
Theorem 3. Let f 2 C!p;q and p;q 2N0. Then
lim
n;m!1Ln;m .f Ix;y/D f .x;y/ for all .x;y/ 2 R
2
0: (3.11)
Moreover (3.11) holds uniformly on every rectangle 0  x  x0; 0  y  y0 (see
Example 1).
Remark 1. Some particular cases of the operators (1.3) are defined as follows:
If 'n .x/ D eanx; 'm .y/ D ecmy , then the operators Ln;m .f Ix;y/ reduce to the
Sza´sz type operators of two variables defined by


















/; .x;y/ 2 R20:
If 'n .x/D .1Cx/n; 'm .y/D .1Cy/m, then the operators Ln;m .f Ix;y/ reduce to





























Example 1. For 'n .x/D eanx; 'm .y/D ecmy and anDpnC1;bnDpn ; cmDp
mC1; dmDpmI the convergence ofLn;m.f Ix;y/D Sn;m.f Ix;y/ to f .x;y/D
xye .xCy/ will be illustrated following Fig.(1).
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FIGURE 1. Convergenge of the Ln;m D Sn;m operators for n;mD 10;100;1000.
Example 2. For an DpnC1;bn Dpn ; cm DpmC1; dm DpmI the conver-
gence of Sn;m.f Ix;y/ to f .x;y/D x1Cx2 e y and the convergence ofRn;m.f Ix;y/
to f .x;y/D x
1Cx2 e
 y will be illustrated following Fig.(2).
Now, we give the Voronovskaya type theorem for the following operators given by
(1.3) for nDm:




























.x;y/ 2 R20; n 2 N, where an D
bn
n











Theorem 4. Let f 2C 2!p;q and p;q 2N0. Then for every .x;y/ 2R2CD .0;1/
.0;1/ ;
lim






f 00yy .x;y/ : (3.13)
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FIGURE 2. Convergenge comparation of the Szasz operators and
Bernstein Balazs operators of two varibles for n;mD 10.
Proof of Theorem 4. Choosing .x;y/ 2 R2C, by the Taylor formula for f 2 C 2!p;q ,
we have









where "1 .t;´/D "1 .t;´Ix;y/ is a function belong to Cp;q and "1 .x;y/D 0: From
this and by (1.1), (1.3), (1.5)-(2.1) and (3.12), we can write the following equality
Ln;n .f .t;´/ Ix;y/



















by using (2.2), (2.3) and Lemma 2, for n 2N we have
lim






f 00yy .x;y/ (3.14)

















 ˚Ln;n  "21 .t;´/ Ix;y	1=2 nLn;n.t  x/4C .´ y/4 Ix;yo1=2
 ˚Ln;n  "21 .t;´/ Ix;y	1=2 nLn.t  x/4 IxCLn.´ y/4 Iyo1=2





D "21 .x;y/D 0; (3.16)









Using the equality (3.17) in (3.14), the proof is completed. 
Remark 2. Recently many generalizations of well-known positive linear operators,
based on q integers were introduced and studied widely by several authors (we refer
the reader to [1]). One can define and study q analogue of the operators (1.3) .
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